
Results and discussion:
Results show prison decongestion schemes initiated in 17
countries in Europe and 109 countries worldwide. Overall, by
July 2020 decongestion measures reduced the global prison
population by 16% in Europe and just 6% worldwide. In a
quarter of countries (including at least four in Europe), people
incarcerated for drug offences were explicitly excluded,
regardless of whether they suffered from health condition or
belong to a vulnerable group. We found no evidence of
expanded access to harm reduction programmes to address the
risk of overdose after release. Issues that exacerbate overdose

risk included interruptions to the provision of opioid agonist
therapy (OAT) and the unavailability in most jurisdictions of
naloxone on release.
Conclusions:
People who use drugs and are in detention settings have been
inadequately served during the COVID-19 pandemic. To
address the unique health risks of detention settings, there is a
need for greater commitment to the adoption of non-custodial
measures, and diversion from criminal justice towards a
health-led response to drug use.
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In the first COVID-19 pandemic period, when no vaccines
were available, individual behaviours were essential for
controlling the spread of the virus. In this context of rapidly
changing guidance, emerging new evidence, fake news and
misinformation, there have been new challenges for health
literacy (HL). This study explored whether guidance-compli-
ant healthy behaviours were associated with HL in individuals
who have performed essential activities (public employees and
volunteers of the Civil Protection) during the lock-down
period in the Province of Prato, Italy. Items on knowledge,
attitudes and practices (KAP) towards COVID-19 preventive
measures and COVID-19 risk perception, along with the
Italian version of the 6-items European Health Literacy Survey
Questionnaire (HLS-EU-Q6), were collected using a self-
administered structured questionnaire. In May 2020, 751
responses were collected; respondents were mostly males
(59%), younger than 65 years old (83.5%), with sufficient
HL (56%), and never smokers (54.2%). Most of the items
related to the KAP towards COVID-19 preventive measures
were significantly correlated with the HLS-EU-Q6 score in the
total sample. In the multiple linear model, HL results to be a
predictor of both a better self-reported knowledge of COVID-
19 preventive measures (beta 0.32 for sufficient HL, 0.11 for
problematic HL, 1.00 for inadequate HL) and a higher score of
attitude towards the importance of COVID-19 preventive
measures (beta 0.33 for sufficient HL, 0.17 for problematic HL,
1.00 for inadequate HL), while it has no role in predicting a
higher risk perception. These findings can be useful to
understand the importance of HL in promoting guidance-
compliant healthy behaviours and in helping people to
understand the rapidly changing public health messages and
then act accordingly.
Key messages:
� Lower levels of Health Literacy predict poor COVID-19

related knowledge and a worse attitudes towards the
importance of COVID-19 preventive measures.
� Health Literacy may be an important factor in promoting

guidance-compliant healthy behaviours and in helping
people to understand the rapidly changing public health
messages and then act accordingly.
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Background:
The colorectal cancer screening programme (BCSP) obtains
excellent participation rate, reflected in early detection and
treatment of pre & malignant lesions, objectifying a downward
trend in incidence & mortality rates
Objectives:
To compare invitation coverage and impact on participation
with faecal immunochemical test (FIT) pre&post pandemic.
To compare the participation rate in Primary Care Units
(UAP) in which the invitation and FIT pickup was interrupted
with those that were not, in order to design prioritization
strategies in the face of another lockdown
Methods:
Retrospective cohort study of invitations from 2018-2020.
Indicators of coverage and participation rate to COVID 19,
during the interruption due to lockdown, and subsequent
invitations sent out without interruption afterwards. Data
analysis R version 4.0.1 stats and MKinfer
Results:
40% of the planned invitations were taken up (81,097/200,000)
showing a decrease in participation rate (71.9/68.8%) P� 0.05
95% CI(2.79-3.52), with significant differences in all groups by
age and sex. In the comparative analysis between UAPs that
interrupted test collection in March resumed in June or when
the invitation was made without interruption (September to
December), higher participation rates were observed in the
group that did not interrupt the screening (68.1/69.8%)
P� 0.05 95%CI (1.18-2.23), with differences in all groups of
age and sex. In order to reorganize the activity, agreements
were made:1)prioritization of screening colonoscopies,
2)reduce the burden of follow-up colonoscopies based on
the evidence. Advanced lesions, has passed from 1 to 3ys, and
only the resection in piecemeal �20mm sessile is done in
under 1y
Conclusions:
The Covid-19 pandemic has affected the BCSP with a decrease
in scheduled invitations, but only a slight decrease in the
participation rate. The impact is lower if the collection of FIT
samples is not interrupted. If a new lockdown is needed, we
will not stop the collection of FITs
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